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With each design collection I want to project a sense of artistry and that each design is handcrafted. In this modern world, I believe it’s important to bring a balance of art and culture and to combine it with the new technology offered today. I incorporate this in the way I design. I still love to sketch and paint conventionally but I love the advantage of having digital cameras and CAD on hand to overlay my artwork and designs.

This collection is inspired by elements of nature: exotic birds, rock and stone patterns and ocean waves. Using stone facets and cut out rock patterns and interpreting them into modern abstract images.

The design styling inspired from classical and timeless images are interpreted into modern bold ways, combining old world damasks, scrolled architectural line works and strong geometrics with contemporary and exotic effects.

Together these designs form and compliment the strong growing trends of mixing contemporary with traditional styles to create new fashions of versatility and extra dimension to interior designs.

—Virginia Langley

ARENZANO Collection
By Virginia Langley

ARENZANO

DEFINITY

Arenzano is featured in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology which redefines luxury performance with patterning and textures never before seen in the industry. Enhanced surface detailing provides more than twice the definition of any other high-end hospitality carpet. Durkan’s exclusive technology creates precision sculpted dimension for incredible visual and tactile experiences.
Arenzano is available in Definity, PDI and CYP constructions. Each product type utilizes a different manufacturing process which can yield variations in color and texture. Please refer to the guide below for specific color information.

**Product Guide**

**PDI**
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

**CYP**
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.
QTVVWL61461-MW448
6' (w) X 12' (l)
Broadloom
QTWVL61463-MW448
12' (w) X 15' (l)
Broadloom
QTWVL61462-MW448
4’ (w) X 3’9” (l)
Broadloom
QTWL60109-MW448
12' (w) x 12' (l)
Broadloom
QTWVL60112-MW448
6’ (w) x 6’ (l)
Broadloom
QWVL60115-MW448
6' (w) x 7'6" (l)
Corridor
ARENZANO by Virginia Langley is featured in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology which redefines luxury performance with patterning and textures never before seen in the industry. Enhanced surface detailing provides more than twice the definition of any other high-end hospitality carpet. Durkan’s exclusive technology creates precision sculpted dimension for incredible visual and tactile experiences.

Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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